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Abstract Star glyph is widely used as a typical radial plot to visualize multi-dimensional data, allowing the
comparison of multiple attributes while displaying them. Though many alternative designs for star glyphs
exist, there is no experimental evidence for the impact of the encoding methods in understanding and
comparing multi-dimensional values. This paper reports a controlled user experiment exploring the effect of
fundamental design parameters of star glyphs on efficiency and accuracy. Three design parameters (position,
length, and area) were tested through four tasks (finding extremes, retrieving values, comparing values of
adjacent attributes, and comparing values of non-adjacent attributes) with two dimensions (low and high). In
general, the results show a significant difference in efficiency in the tasks of finding extremes, comparing
values for both adjacent attributes and non-adjacent attributes for the design parameter of area encoding and
length encoding. Length encoding can improve the efficiency of judgment in all comparison tasks. However,
surprisingly, in the finding extremes task, the augmented points affect users’ efficiency on tasks with high
dimensions. In terms of accuracy, no significant difference was observed among the different design
parameters in all tasks. Furthermore, we report the strategies participants used in completing the tasks,
users’ preference of different designs, and the level of confidence in making decisions. Based on these
findings, we propose design considerations for star glyphs regarding the effect of different parameters.

Keywords Quantitative evaluation � Glyph-based techniques

1 Introduction

Star glyphs, encoding data with a radial layout, have become a ubiquitous visualization technique for
showing hierarchical structures and multi-dimensional data (Draper et al. 2009; Tominski et al. 2004). In a
star glyph, the coordinate axes are circularly arranged around a central point and the data points are drawn at
positions on the respective axes and are connected with a line to form a contour (Chambers et al. 2018).
Radar chart is a typical type of star glyph. Another common star glyph is the Nightingale rose chart, which
can be regarded as a polar coordinates bar chart (Wilkinson 2012). Recently, many researchers have focused
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on novel glyph design and add visual elements to the basic radial structure, such as contours and reference
lines. Star glyph visualizations have been widely used in social (Wu and Qu 2018), medical (Seide et al.
2021), industrial (Hongliang et al. 2008), and technical (Caporaso et al. 2020; Peng et al. 2019) fields.

Many evaluation studies have been conducted comparing star glyph visualization with other chart vi-
sualizations in understanding multivariate data. For example, Stafoggia et al. (2011) have compared radar
plots with target plots and spie charts with clinical data. Opach et al. (2018) compared the performance
differences between star glyph and polyline glyph for six visualization tasks, including data estimation,
search, and comparison. Albo et al. (2015) explored the users’ preference for three radial visualizations with
different tasks and dimensions. These works focus on the overall design of the star glyph without con-
sidering the effect of individual design parameters.

The evaluation work on the individual visual parameters of star glyph is limited. Klippel et al. (2009)
explored the impact of the shape of the star glyph in the classification tasks through two experiments. Fuchs
et al. (2014) conducted three experiments on the contours and reference structures of the star glyph to
explore their impact on detecting data similarity. However, these works focus on the impact of different
designs on a specific high-level task. Skau and Kosara (2016) tested the impact of individual data encodings
(such as the arc, the angle and the area) in pie and donut charts. Their results showed that angle is the least
effective visual encoding for both charts. Cai et al. (2018) conducted three experiments to further study the
individual visual elements of pie and donut charts in the proportion estimation. Through their experiments
on the fundamental design parameters, additional visual cues (such as tickmarks, central point) are proposed
to improve the accuracy of proportion judgments. These studies offer a basis for understanding how
visualizations are constructed through visual elements and how these visual designs could impact user
perception and cognition in low-level visualization tasks. The findings can be used to guide the design of
effective visualizations in real-world applications.

Our work aims to compare the design parameters of star glyph in the value estimation and comparison
tasks on efficiency, accuracy, and user experience. We conducted a within-subjects study to investigate three
design parameters, four visualization tasks and two data dimensions in star glyph visualizations, including
design parameters (Borgo et al. 2013) (position, length, and area), tasks (Amar et al. 2005) (finding extreme,
retrieving values, comparing adjacent values, and non-adjacent values), and data dimensions (Saary 2008;
Kandogan 2000; Dy et al. 2021) (low dimensions and high dimensions). We aim to analyze the effect of
design parameters in low-level visualization tasks on efficiency, accuracy, and user experience.

The results of our study show that, in terms of efficiency, area encoding has advantages in all three value
comparison tasks, while augmented position (position encoding) decreases the efficiency in the value
estimation task. The auxiliary lines (length encoding) can improve the accuracy of the comparison tasks. In
terms of user preferences, in general people prefer simple designs which do not consist of many visual
elements. Area encoding is preferred subjectively because it makes people more confident in making
judgments. Based on these findings, we propose design suggestions for star glyphs regarding the effect of
different parameters.

2 Related work

Several works have proposed novel glyph visualizations to show multivariate data in business Liu et al.
(2021), education Wu and Qu (2018), industry Deng et al. (2021), transportation Zeng et al. (2017), etc. As
a typical glyph type, the study on star glyphs has a long history, with the radar chart and rose chart as the two
well-known representations, matching the values of different attributions to the axes of the radial layout
(Heckert et al. 2002). The evaluation works for glyph visualizations have widely investigated the impact of
different glyph designs on user perception and cognition and further guide to design effective visualizations
for real-world applications. Zhao et al. (2019) conducted an experiment for evaluating fuzzy clustering
analysis using four multi-dimensional visualization techniques. Fuchs et al. (2015) provided a review of
quantitative experiments on various data glyphs from the past 70 years. However, the study on the effect of
design parameters of star glyphs is rather limited. In this section, we first introduce the previous evaluation
works for star glyphs and then discuss other glyph visualizations.

Several works compared star glyphs with other visualization forms. For example, Stafoggia et al. (2011)
compared three visualization designs, including target plots, radar plots, and ‘‘spie’’ charts. They reported
user performance for understanding an eight-dimensional healthcare data among these three designs. While
the effect of the order of data attributes in different designs has been noticed, especially for radar charts,
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however, the reason why the radar charts have potential flaws has not been further explored. To find out if
star glyph and polyline glyph have advantages in any specific tasks, Opach et al. (2018) constructed a formal
study to compare the performance differences between the two glyphs for six low-level visualization tasks
(Amar et al. 2005), including estimation, searching, comparison, etc. Their results showed that the polyline
glyph is more beneficial for reading specific values, while star glyph is beneficial for searching tasks. Albo
et al. (2015) explored the user performance on three radial visualization schemes, Flowers, Radar, and
Circle. They measured the correctness rate, completion time on the tasks, and participants’ subjective
opinions. Dy et al. (2021) investigated the differences in user performance on four types of chart visual-
izations in completing decision-making tasks based on multivariate data, including scatter plot matrices,
parallel coordinates, heat maps, and radar charts. These works are similar to discussing star glyph as a
visualization type, and ignore visual parameters Dy (Borgo et al. 2013) of these glyphs, such as position,
length, and areas. While these works provide valuable suggestions for designing star glyphs, it is still
unclear how the individual visual parameters influence user performance in low-level visualization tasks.

Klippel et al. (2009) explored how the shape of the star glyph influences users’ performance in the
classification task and whether the effect of shape can be counteracted by adding coding for the color of the
data value line. Fuchs et al. (2014) conducted three experiments around the contours and reference struc-
tures of the star glyph to explore their impact on detecting data similarity. These two works focused on the
effect of the fundamental visual elements in the visualization. However, they focus on specific high-level
tasks, such as data classification and similarity detection. As discussed by Matthew et al. Brehmer and
Munzner (2013), the completion of complex tasks is influenced by multiple simple tasks. In this work, we
aim to explore how star glyphs are constructed through fundamental visual elements and how these visual
designs influence user perception and cognition in low-level visualization tasks.

In order to study how the effect of individual visual elements is explored through low-level visualization
tasks, we also reviewed evaluation works for other visualization forms. Cai et al. (2018) presented three
experiments on how different visual elements influence the proportion estimation accuracy of Doughnut
charts and Pie charts. They reported that marking the center of the doughnut chart or adding tick marks at
intervals can improve the accuracy of proportion judgments. Skau and Kosara (2016) explored the effect of
perceptual factors, such as the length, center angle, and segment area, used to encode data in pie charts and
doughnut charts. Xia et al. (2021) conducted an empirical study about human perception of scatterplots, and
summarized the visual factors’ influences on clustering perception. Furthermore, Wei et al. (2020) presented
a user study on the perceptual bias of three visual features (numerosity, correlation, and cluster separation)
in scatterplots caused by geometric scaling. These studies focus on the effect of fundamental visual features
and the findings can be used to inspire design considerations in various applications.

In summary, much has been done in evaluating star glyph for various visualization tasks for multivariate
data, as well as the development of novel designs for star glyph. Not much work has been put into
investigating the effect of individual design parameters in low-level visualization tasks. In our experiments,
we refer the following works in selecting the visualization parameters (Borgo et al. 2013; Fuchs et al. 2014;
Cai et al. 2018; Skau and Kosara 2016), low-level tasks (Amar et al. 2005; Opach et al. 2018), and other
experimental conditions, such as dimensions (Saary 2008; Kandogan 2000; Dy et al. 2021).

Fig. 1 Five star glyph designs in the user study: C: contour, C ? P: contour and augmented position, C ? L: contour and
length, C ? L ? P: contour, length and augmented position, A: area encoding. Low: low-dimensional cases with four variables,
High: high-dimensional cases with ten variables
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3 Study design

In this section, we present the experiment to study the effect of design parameters of star glyph (position,
length, and area). We aim to answer the questions as follows:

RQ1 [Efficiency] Which parameters have an impact on the efficiency of task completion?
RQ2 [Accuracy] Which parameters have an impact on the estimation and comparison accuracy of star
glyph?
RQ3 [User Experience] Which designs are preferred? Which designs can make people more confident in
completing tasks?

3.1 Hypotheses

RQ1 [Efficiency] We expected that all three parameters would have an impact on the efficiency. Specifi-
cally, among position, length, and area encoding designs, users would take less time in the comparison tasks
using area encoding since size is an effective visual channel in general according to previous research (Li
et al. 2010). Augmented points (position highlighted) would reduce the time cost in completing tasks since
additional visual elements can be jointly perceived together with other visual channels (for instance, contour
with highlighted position). Furthermore, we were also interested in investigating the interaction effect of
different design parameters in the value estimation and comparison, for instance, position plus length. We
also assumed that participants would need more time to complete high dimension questions than low
dimension questions, since the increase in complexity of the visualization also increases users’ cognitive
load. Thus, in general, we hypothesize that design parameters and dimensions would affect the efficiency in
the value estimation and comparison. Specifically, we have the following hypotheses.

H1 Different design parameters will affect the efficiency in value estimation and comparison:
H1.1 Area encoding is faster than position and length encoding in the comparison tasks.
H1.2 Length encoding improves the efficiency in the value estimation task.
H1.3 Augmented points can improve the efficiency in the value estimation task.
H1.4 People can complete tasks with low dimensions faster than with high dimensions.

RQ2 [Accuracy] We expected that design parameters would affect the accuracy of task completion. Since
encoding information by location facilitates accuracy (Cleveland and McGill 1984; Healey et al. 1996), we
hypothesized that highlighted position would lead to more accurate results in the task of retrieving values.
Specifically, we have the following hypotheses.

H2 Different design parameters will affect the accuracy in value estimation and comparison:
H2.1 Length encoding improves the accuracy in the comparison tasks.
H2.2 Highlighted position improves the accuracy of the value estimation task.
H2.3 People can complete tasks with low dimensions more accurately than with high dimensions.

RQ3 [User Experience] According to previous research (Peng et al. 2004), we expected that complexity of
glyph may affect users’ preference and level of confidence as follows.

H3 People have higher confidence in answering questions with simple designs (contour and area)
than using complex designs (contour ? length, contour ? highlighted position, contour ? highlighted
position ? length).

H4 Simple designs (contour and area) are more preferred than complex designs (contour ? length,
contour ? highlighted position, contour ? highlighted position ? length).

3.2 Experiment design

3.2.1 Design alternatives

After reviewing the existing literature on star glyph visualizations, we chose the three fundamental designed
parameters (position, length, and area). Based on these, we generate five design variations of star glyphs:
Contour (C), Contour with Position highlighted (C? P), Contour with Length (C? L), Contour with Length
and Position highlighted (C ? L ? P), and Area encoding (A) (as shown in Fig. 1).

C: Baseline design. Its design parameters are {Contour}. The data attribute is encoded through the
position of a point on the corresponding axis in the polar coordinate system. The points are connected by a
contour line to form a closed shape (Fig. 1: C (Contour)).
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C ? P: Its design parameters are {Contour, Augmented Position}. The data attribute is encoded through
the position of a point on the axis and the point is highlighted (Fig. 1: C ? P (Contour and Augmented
Position)).

C ? L: Its design parameters are {Contour, Length}. Except for the contour, the data attribute is also
encoded by the length of the line from the central point of the polar coordinate system to the position of the
data point (Fig. 1: C ? L (Contour and Length)). However, the position of the point is not highlighted.

C ? L ? P: Its design parameters are {Contour, Length, Augmented Position}. Except the contour, the
data attribute is also encoded through the length of the line and the position of the data point is highlighted
(Fig. 1: C ? L ? P (Contour, Length and Augmented Position)).

A: Its design parameter is {Area}. Multiple sectors are circularly arranged around a central point, each
of which represents one dimension of data (Fig. 1: A (Area encoding)). The angles of the sectors are equal.
The position of the points is not highlighted since the area is used to encode data value.

All five designs mentioned above have appeared in the literature using star glyphs and have been widely
used in information visualization. However, no previous research has been done to compare them in value
estimation and comparison.

3.2.2 Tasks

Four low-level visualization tasks were selected in the experiment based on the task model proposed by
Amar et al. (2005). However, considering that the sorting task rarely occurs in practice, it was not selected.
Instead, comparison tasks with two values are often concerned, for instance, when the star glyph is used for
showing student’s marks of different subjects. Thus, we add the comparison task in the experiment. Fur-
thermore, considering that time cost to complete the task may be related to whether the two attributes are
adjacent in radial layout, we divide the comparison tasks into two categories: comparing adjacent attributes
and non-adjacent attributes.

T1: Finding extremes. Which data attribute has the maximum / minimum value in the star glyph?
T2: Retrieving values. What is the value of a specific data attribute?
T3: Comparing values of adjacent attributes. Which of the two adjacent attributes has greater value?
T4: Comparing values of non-adjacent attributes. Which of the two non-adjacent attributes in the star

glyph has greater value?

3.2.3 Dimensionality

To investigate the performance of the design parameters at different complexity levels, we tested all design
variations in both low-dimensional and high-dimensional cases. This can broaden the valid range of our
experiments, making the conclusions applicable to multivariate data of different dimensions. Although there
were no constraints on the number of dimensions that can be identified in star glyphs, the previous studies
showed that users’ performance on task completion decreased when the observed dimensions increased
(Fuchs et al. 2014). For this reason, many studies on multivariate data visualization constrained the number
of dimensions between 3 and 12 (Saary 2008; Kandogan 2000; Dy et al. 2021). In our experiments, we set
the dimensionality as follows:

Low-dimensional data consist of 4 dimensions which is the minimum setting that can satisfy the
requirement to compare two non-adjacent attributes.

High-dimensional data consist of 10 dimensions, referring to the setup used in the user study of Fuchs
et al.’s work (Fuchs et al. 2014).

3.3 Participants

We invited 25 participants in the user study, including 12 males and 13 females. The user study is a within-
subjects (or repeated-measures) design, which means that the same participant test all the conditions. Their
age range was between 19 and 28 (mean = 22.76 and SD = 1.64). Among them, 23 participants reported
familiarity with simple chart visualizations such as bar charts and pie charts. Their backgrounds were
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diverse, with some having a background in data visualization or in related fields, such as computer science
and design area.

3.4 Procedure

The experiment was conducted online individually. We communicated with the participants through
online meeting tool and observed their behavior through the shared screens. Participants were
required to use a moderately sized desktop monitor and complete the tasks through a mouse and
keyboard.

Before the experiment, we first introduced the purpose of the research project and asked them to fill up a
questionnaire with basic personal information. The user study started with a training session. All participants
were required to follow a tutorial that introduced position, length, and area encoding in the star glyphs. The
main idea of the tutorial is to teach the participants how to read the alternative design of the star glyphs.
Moreover, we also introduced the testing system and encouraged the participants to use the system to
complete similar tasks. The data in the training session were not collected for analysis. The training session
lasted about 15 min. However, the participants were asked to take as much time as needed to get familiar
with the system. Only when the participants reported that they were ready, the formal user study would start.
In the formal experiment, the participants were required to complete four tasks as accurately and quickly as
possible. To prevent the learning effect, the first result from each set of experiments was considered as
practice and was not included in the data analysis.

Figure 2 shows the interface of the experiment. The task instruction is shown at the top of the screen, and
below is the question and answer area which shows a star glyph. Based on the tasks, the participants were
asked to click and select a dimension with a mouse, or type an estimated value using a keyboard. Partic-
ipants were allowed to modify their answers by changing and re-submitting their answers. The time con-
sumption as well as all mouse and keyboard events were recorded for subsequent analysis. Whether or not
the answer is modified is used to measure the degree of confidence.

3.5 Data

In our experiments, six datasets were used to generate glyphs. Low-dimensional datasets contain 4 data
attributes and high-dimensional datasets contain 10 attributes. The values range from 1 to 10 without
duplication. For example, the attribute values in the low-dimensional dataset in Fig. 1 are [2, 8, 6, 4], and the
attribute values in the high-dimensional dataset are [3, 5, 6, 1, 10, 8, 2, 7, 9, 4]. We use two ways to avoid

Fig. 2 Experiment interface
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the learning effect. First, we randomly select one variable (for the retrieving value task) or two variables (in
the comparison task), which make participants unable to predict which variable of glyph they should focus
on. Second, we used a fifth-order Latin square to counterbalance the order of five star glyph designs
presented to the participants.

3.6 Design

We used a repeated-measures design with the within-subject independent variable five alternative star glyph
designs (C, C ? P, C ? L, C ? L ? P, A). As mentioned above, two difficult levels of tasks were used,
corresponding to the low dimensions (4 dimensions) and high dimensions (10 dimensions). Each participant
performed three trials for each difficulty level and task. After each task, the participants were asked
complete a questionnaire for their subjective opinion. When all tasks were completed, the participants had a
semi-structured interview discussing their feelings when completing the tasks. In summary, our experiments
include (Table 1).

4 Results

In this section, we report statistically results on efficiency, accuracy, and user experience, respectively.

4.1 Measures

The experiment measured the time and correctness rates of each participant in completing the tasks. In
addition, we also collected users’ confidence in answering questions, their preferences for different designs,
as well as the strategies used in completing tasks through questionnaires and interviews.

• Time consumption The time consumption is computed from the moment when the participant enters a
new trial to the moment when the answer is submitted. To ensure the accuracy of the experimental
results, time spent on unrelated interactions is subtracted, such as skipping to the next page.

• Error rate The error rate is determined based on the final results submitted by the user. If the participant
modifies the answer to be correct before submission, the final result is considered correct.
Correspondingly, the time spent on the revision is added to the time consumption.

• Level of confidence Participants’ confidence levels were collected on a 5-point Likert scale, which was
completed after completing all tasks for each design variation. For each design, the participants were
asked to rate how confident they were in completing four tasks with it. In addition, we measure user
confidence by whether they modify their answers and by whether they hesitate between different
choices. This information is gathered from mouse trajectories.

• Preference of design Participants’ preference for each design variation is measured by a 5-point Likert
scale. We also collected the participants’ preferences for the five designs by asking them to rank five
designs in the interviews.

• User strategy Users’ strategies for completing the four tasks using five design variations were collected
during the interview phase. We further analyzed the users’ mouse trajectories to verify the strategies they
mentioned.

Table 1 Experiment design and total number of trails

5 Alternative designs �
2 Dimensions (low, high) �
3 Repetitions �
4 Tasks ¼
120 Trials per participants �
25 Participants ¼
3000 Trails in total
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4.2 Completion time

We compared the time consumption of three design parameters (position, length, and area) on four tasks
(finding extremes, retrieving values, comparing values of adjacent attributes, and comparing values of non-
adjacent attributes), respectively.

After the normality test, the nonparametric Friedman’s test is used to show the significant effect on time
consumption between different design parameters on four tasks. On average, each task took 2.48 s (SD =
1.49). The statistical results for different design parameters are shown below.

• Area encoding We found a significant effect of area encoding in all data comparison tasks: finding
extremes (d.f. = 175, p\.001 ), comparing values of adjacent attributes (d.f. = 175, p\.001 ), and
comparing values of non-adjacent attributes (d.f. = 175, p\.001 ). However, no significant difference is
found in the value estimation task (retrieving values). Area encoding has distinct lower time
consumption as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, H1.1 is confirmed.

• Length encoding The analysis of task completion time did not show a significant effect for Length
encoding (C ? L, C ? L ? P) in all tasks. Thus, H1.2 is rejected. However, we observed differences in
the mean values for the length encoding condition, so we decided to further investigate the effect of
length encoding. We re-grouped the questions in the comparison tasks: questions with small differences
in values (differences of 1 to 3) and questions with large differences in values (differences of 4 to 9). In
the question of big value differences (differences of 4 to 9), the analysis shows a significant difference in
completion time with the length encoding designs being significantly faster (d.f. = 187, p\.001 ), as
shown in Fig. 4.

• Augmented position The analysis of completion time showed a significant difference for finding
extreme tasks with the Augmented position condition being significantly slower than without
Augmented position (d.f. = 349, p\.05), as shown in Fig. 6. However, no difference is found in the
other three tasks. Thus, H1.3 is rejected.

Besides, we find that time cost on the tasks with low dimensions (4 attributes) is significantly lower than that
with high dimensions (10 attributes) in the tasks of finding extremes (d.f. = 299, p\ .001 ), comparing
values of adjacent attributes (d.f. = 298, p\ .005 ), and comparing values of non-adjacent attributes (d.f. =
298, p \ .001 ). However, no significant difference is found in retrieving values. Thus, H1.4 is partly
confirmed.

4.3 Correctness rate

The results show an overall high accuracy in all tasks (mean = 99%, SD= 0.95%). No significant difference
is detected between the three design parameters, which reject H2.1, H2.2 and H2.3. One possible reason is
that all four tasks chosen in the experiment were low-level tasks that were relatively easy for the partici-
pants. Nevertheless, we observe by the mean value that the correctness rate of the two comparison tasks
improves further when the auxiliary line (length encoding) is provided.

Fig. 3 Completion time for five glyph designs in four low-level visualization tasks: finding extreme, retrieving value,
comparing adjacent values and non-adjacent values
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4.4 Log analysis

The interaction logs reveal two patterns in user making the judgments. During the experiment, we noticed
that the participants showed two patterns of behavior. Therefore, we analyzed the mouse trajectories to
verify the existence of these two patterns.

Figure 5a shows the mouse trajectories of four participants in the same trial in the task of ‘‘finding the
extreme’’. The numbers in the figure indicate the order of mouse events. When a trial started, the cursor was
always moved back to the bottom right of the interface �. The value of the variable corresponding to ` is 9
and the value of ´ is 10. According to the task, the cursor should start from the initial point � and move
directly to the maximum value ´. However, in the mouse trajectories, the cursor moved first to the position
`, and only afterward to the position ´. This is because the participant hesitated between these two data
points which have similar values (values 9 and 10).

Figure 5b shows a scenario in the task of comparing two value for adjacent attributes. The participants
were asked to compare two attributes (two marked sectors whose values were 2 and 5). Similar to other
conditions, before the experiment we thought that the participants would only focus on the two attributes.
However, we found that the participant moved the cursor from the initial point � to `, before heading to the
correct answer ´. Note that, the attribute under ` was not asked to be compared but the value of the
attribute was the greatest value of the dataset. This indicates that the participants may be distracted by a
great value in the star glyph even if it was not relevant to the task.

4.5 User feedback

We measured the rating of participants’ confidence and preference by a 5-point Likert scale. Here, we use
related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank test to verify the significance of the data distribution.

• Level of confidence Participants show a higher confidence while using area encoding design (mean =
4.6) than other designs (mean = 4.3) in the tasks of finding extremes (d.f. = 24, p\.005 ), comparing
values of adjacent attributes (d.f. = 24, p\.005 ), and comparing values of non-adjacent attributes (d.f.
= 24, p\.001 ), as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, H3 is partly confirmed. For the use of additional visual
elements, such as auxiliary lines (length encoding) and highlighted points (position encoding), the
difference in the level of user confidence was not apparent. For the length encoding designs, the star
glyphs with auxiliary lines (C ? L, C ? L ? P) (mean = 4.385) give users more confidence than without
ones (mean = 4.215). For the position encoding designs, the star glyph with highlighted points (mean =
4.355) gives users more confidence than without points being highlighted (mean = 4.245).

• Preference Participants’ preferences are shown in Fig. 8, which presents a significant preference in area
encoding than other four designs (d.f. = 24, p\.001 ). Besides, simple designs (C, A) are more preferred

Fig. 4 Completion time for Length encoding designs in comparing adjacent values and non-adjacent values: (C, C ? P),
(C ? L, C ? L ? P); The data are re-grouped by the difference between two compared attributes
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than complex designs (C ? P, C ? L, C ? L ? P), with mean of 3.72 and 4.1, respectively. This
confirms H4. Since there is not much difference shown between the ranks of the augmented lines (C ? L,
C ? L ? P) and the augmented points (C ? P, C ? L ? P), it can be seen that the users’ preferences are
not sensitive to these parameters.

We interviewed users about their perceptions of different design variations and summarized their
strategies for accomplishing different tasks.

• In general, area encoding is preferred The participants rated area encoding highly. In the preference
ranking, 80% (20 of 25) of the participants ranked area encoding first. They gave feedback that the glyph
using area encoding is the most straightforward way through which data values can be easily identified.
P20 mentioned that When she used length and position encoding to find extreme values, many times she
was first attracted by a prominent value and later found a larger one. However, this issue was not
encountered when using area encoding. In addition, area encoding design is consistent across all internal
angles, giving participants a sense of uniformity. As P10 reported that ‘‘the sense of unity makes me feel
confident when answering the questions’’ and P24 mentioned that ‘‘The angle between each neighboring
sector is the same, which makes it easy for me to compare adjacent values. Unlike in the other four
designs, where I need to determine the slope of the line connecting two vertices’’. By checking the event
logs, we also noticed their hesitation between two similar maximum values in length encoding, but not in
area encoding. This comment is also supported in the participants’ questionnaire.

• Augmented position is helpful More than half of the participants (14 of 25) explicitly stated that the
highlighted points in C? P and C ? L? P were very helpful to them in making judgments. P19 reported
that the augmented position designs were more accurate in identifying specific values because the data
points could be easily noticed. Also mentioned by P4: ‘‘The round points are easier for me to click on
specific values than the sharp angles’’. However, some participants also claimed that the point might
obstruct the view, so that the actual value cannot be easily read. ‘‘The point is not necessary since it has a
certain size, which can make the valuation inaccurate’’, reported by P21. However, the statistical results

Fig. 5 Mouse events in the tasks of a finding extreme and b comparing adjacent values

Fig. 6 Completion time comparison for position encoding: (C, C ? L), (C ? P, C ? L ? P); length encoding: (C, C ?
P), (C ? L, C ? L ? P); and dimensions: (Low dimensions), (High dimensions)
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show that the designs of augmented position neither enhance accuracy nor efficiency. This can prove that
the subjective feelings of many participants deviate from the actual situation.

• Length encoding is interfering About half of the participants ( 12 in 25 ) reported that auxiliary lines
interfered to some extent with completing their tasks. P25 did not like the design with lines: ‘‘they broke
the graph into many triangles’’. P13 reported that the lines made the whole picture unfocused and
confusing. Contrary to the subjective perception, the statistical results showed that the length encoding
did not decrease the completion time but slightly increased the efficiency. In addition to this, the length
encoding improved accuracy in the comparison tasks.

• Complex design may bring confusion The design with both highlighted points and length (C ? L ? P)
received polarized reviews, with ten participants complained that too many visual elements would cause
confusion. Among them, one participant mentioned ‘‘I did not know what I was supposed to focus on and
it made a bad user experience’’. However, seven participants rated the design as their top two favorites.
‘‘It is helpful since it provides the most information’’, said P1. P9 claimed that he liked C ? L ? P most
since ‘‘There are auxiliary lines to assist the judgments, which makes this design easy to use’’.

5 Discussion

In this session, we discuss the findings noticed in the study as well as the limitations of the experiment.

5.1 Findings

Through the interviews, we summarized the strategies that the participants used in the value estimation and
comparison tasks with star glyphs. In general, depending on the task, the participants would first determine
if it is necessary to know the exact values. For example, in the task of finding extreme values, if the
difference among the values is obvious, the participants would only focus on the most outward point/longest
line/biggest area in the graph. However, if there are similar values and the value difference cannot be
detected at a glance, they would make use of the tick marks to estimate exact values or compare the values
based on the positions of the vertex/arc. We found several characteristics of the participants when looking at
the star glyph:

Fig. 7 Degree of confidence when using five star glyph designs to complete four low-level tasks

Fig. 8 Users preferences for five star glyph designs
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• Position of the data points In the questionnaires, the participants showed their particular attention to the
position of the data points. In both position encoding (C, C ? P) and length encoding (C ? L, C ? L ?
P), the majority of participants reported that they looked at the points most of the time. Even though lines
were explicitly displayed in length encoding designs (C ? L, C ? L ? P), it did not seem to have a
significant effect on reading and comparing data values. P1 reported that ‘‘The line helps me better
notice the position of the point’’. As mentioned in the previous section, more than half of the participants
liked the design of the highlighted points because they thought it greatly enhanced the positions of the
points. For area encoding, the participants were mainly concerned with the size of the area. The position
of arcs was also noticed in the value retrieving task.

• Shape of star glyphs Ten participants reported their feelings about the shape of star glyphs. In the
position encoding (C, C ? P) and length encoding (C ? L, C ? L ? P) designs, they mentioned that they
would expect to see ‘‘sharp corners’’ or ‘‘spikes’’ in the star glyphs. Thus, if no ‘‘sharp corners’’ shown in
the star glyph, they would understand that the dataset has no ‘‘prominent value’’ such that they would
need to use tick marks to estimate values or compare values. Two participants reported that sometimes
even if a value looks prominent, it was not the greatest value. Only one participant with a visualization
background (P3) mentioned that he noticed the visualization bias ‘‘although the point goes outward and
the angle looks sharp, it does not mean that the value is certainly great since the shape of the glyph
depends on the adjacent values’’. This incorrect understanding of shape indicates the importance of the
[order] of data attributes in star glyphs.

• Central point For the position encoding designs (C, C ? P), the central point is not visualized. For the
rest of the designs, the central points are provided but not highlighted. Six participants specifically
discussed the effect of the central points in the questionnaire. Note that the central point is not the
geometric center of the star glyph, but the origin of the polar coordinates. For length encoding designs (C
? L, C ? L ? P), P19 and P22 indicated that the auxiliary line makes the location of the central point
more explicit and can effectively help them estimate the distance from the data point to the center. P4,
P18 and P23 suggested that the designs which do not have auxiliary lines would be better to have the
center point visualized. P4 further explained, if the center point is not explicitly provided, the geometric
center of the star glyph would be mistakenly regarded as the center point. It would potentially create bias
since the geometric center could be far from the actual center point of the polar coordinates if several
great values are adjacent.

The test results show that the efficiency for area encoding is significantly higher than the other conditions in
the comparison tasks. There are two possible reasons as follows:

• Size of the area magnifies the difference In the area encoding designs, the data value is encoded
through the radius of the sectors. Compared with length encoding designs (C ? L, C ? L ? P), the
difference between the two values looks more obvious since the size of the area perceptually magnifies
the difference. Thus, many participants mentioned that they could clearly tell which attribute has greater
value in the area encoding design. In addition, in the value estimation task, the statistics do not show that
the accuracy of area encoding is less than in other conditions. We assume that, when people estimate the
actual value of data attributes through the positions of the arcs.

• Area encoding reduces the impact of adjacent values In the area encoding design, each sector is
independent of the other, which means that each attribute value is represented independently and does
not interfere with each other. However, for the other four designs, the individual data points are
connected with a line to form a contour for the glyph, which may affect the correctness of understanding
the actual value of individual attributes because of the positions of the attributes in the star glyph. This
point has been reflected and discussed in Sect. 4.5.

5.2 Limitations and further discussion

Due to the scope of our study and experimental setup, the conclusions drawn possess some limitations. First,
in our experiments, we mainly focus on the effect of position, length, and area encodings in the star graph
designs, for instance, the effect of highlighted data points and the visibility of auxiliary lines. In fact, many
alternative glyph designs (Borgo et al. 2013) are presented in the previous visualization work. Thus, there
are various design parameters that can be further investigated in different visualization tasks, such as
contour lines, the center points. The effect of these design parameters can also be linked together in complex
visualization tasks. The results and findings from such experiments on perception have great value in
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designing complex glyph visualizations. Second, currently we only focus on the fundamental visual ele-
ments of star glyphs without considering possible user interactions. However, user interactions play an
important role in many visualization tasks, for instance, filtering, selection (Chen et al. 2020) and decision
making (Zhang et al. 2021). Future research could further explore the effect of user interaction on value
estimation and comparison. Third, the data used in our experiments do not contain semantics, while studies
have shown that the background of the data affects the participants’ focus areas (Zhao et al. 2021). Semantic
enhancements can be made in the future using real-world datasets. Fourth, in this work, we focus on the
effect of design parameters in a single star glyph but do not consider the use of multiple glyphs in more
complex tasks in much visual analytics systems (Xia et al. 2022; Yuan et al. 2021). Thus, more work is
required in these directions and we hope the results obtained from this experiment will contribute to such
studies.

6 Design suggestions

The results obtained from the analysis and discussion led to the following design considerations.

• Area encoding designs for value comparison Area encoding star graph shows a significant advantage
in efficiency in all three comparison tasks except retrieving actual values. It makes people more
confident about their answers when data values need to be compared.

• Avoid complex designs In all tasks, the design of Contour ? Length ? Augmented points significantly
decrease the efficiency in the value estimation and comparison tasks and is not recommended by the
participants due to visual clutter.

• Display the auxiliary circles All participants mentioned that the auxiliary circles were necessary when
making estimating exact values or comparing similar, non-adjacent values.

• For usage scenarios that require approximate but fast readings, unnecessary augmented visual
elements should be avoided Although people showed a strong favor for position encoding designs and
more than half of the participants liked the Augmented points designs (C ? P, C ? L ? P), the efficiency
in the value estimation task decreased due to the augmented points. A possible reason is that people are
trying hard to read the actual value, however, for usage scenarios that only requires approximate but fast
readings, the interference caused by unnecessary augmented visual element may need to be avoided.

7 Conclusion

While previous work widely discussed the design guidelines of data glyphs, there are limited studies for
investigating visualization parameters for user perception of the star glyphs. In this paper, we present a
within-subject experiment to compare three design parameters of star glyphs in the value estimation and
comparison tasks on efficiency, accuracy, and user experience.

Our results show that area encoding is more efficient in all three comparison tasks but not in the value
estimation task. The augmented positions decreased the efficiency in the data estimation task. The overall
accuracy in all low-level tasks is high, and the auxiliary line (length encoding) can improve the accuracy of
the comparison tasks. In addition, people prefer the area encoding design, while complex glyphs are less
preferred. In general, when fast data estimation is needed, simple designs are suggested.

In summary, our work provides a fundamental study to test the three design parameters (position, length,
and area) through four tasks (finding extremes, retrieving values, comparing values of adjacent attributes,
and comparing values of non-adjacent attributes) with two dimensions (low and high).

Based on our findings, we provide the design suggestions for star glyphs. As such glyph visualizations
are widely used to represent multivariate data, we hope that our findings and suggestions will make
contributions to real-world applications of star glyph visualizations.
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